
1 INTRODUCTION
Spelling is an important aspect of language knowledge. Poor spelling, as

Smedley (1983) notes, can interfere with communication between the writer and the
reader. Despite its importance, though, spelling has not received much research
attention in English language teaching generally, nor specifically in Oman. My
experience as a teacher suggests that Omani learners experience serious problems
with English spelling. My aim in this study, therefore, is to examine the teaching of
spelling with Omani learners of English. The specific focus here will be on whether
explicitly teaching learners spelling rules improves their spelling. 

2 L2 SPELLING
Spelling is a very important aspect of language, particularly in reading and

writing. As Cook (1999) mentions, though, its has been neglected in the teaching of
English because it is not considered to be as important as other aspects of language
such as grammar and vocabulary. In addition, “English spelling is commonly
thought of as being highly irregular, and therefore virtually impossible to teach”
(Thornbury, 1997:174). 

2.1 Types of Spelling Errors 
Based on an analysis of errors in the writing of learners of English from a range

of countries, Cook (1999) concluded that English spelling errors can be classified
into four main categories (see Figure 1). First, the omission and addition of
consonants and vowels is the major category accounting for 59% of all spelling
errors. The second category is consonant and vowel substitution. Sound-based
errors comes third in order of frequency and the final category is transposition. 
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2.2 Arab Learners and English Spelling
Arab learners of English make two particular kinds of errors, according to Al-Jarf

(2008). First, interlingual errors which are caused by L1 interference. For example,
Arab learners have a problem in distinguishing between /b/ and /p/ because in
Arabic there is one sound only for /b/. There is no /p/ sound. The second type of
error Al-Jarf (2008) mentions is intralingual. This arises from a misunderstanding of
the L2 and its structure. 

On the other hand, researchers like Smith, cited in Swan and Smith (2001) impute
the spelling errors that Arab learners make to the difference between English and
Arabic writing systems and also to the fact that Arabic spelling is closely related to
its sound system. 

2.3 Techniques for Teaching Spelling
Smedley (1983:15) says that “For many years a fierce debate raged over whether

spelling was taught, or whether it was ‘caught’“. Peters (1985) argues that many
young learners do not acquire spelling incidentally when they read so they need to
be taught it. Carmer (1998:135) agrees, noting that “spelling should be
systematically taught, not left to chance or incidental learning.” 

A number of ways of teaching spelling exist. For example, in a phonetic
approach learners use the sounds of the alphabet to spell the words. This technique
is used in early literacy. In the Omani general education curriculum this approach is
used in grades four, five and in the first half of grade six. According to Cameron
(2001) this is a bottom up approach to developing literacy.

Peters (1985) highlights a number of other strategies for teaching spelling.
Learners can look at the word, say the word, write it, cover it, write it again from
memory, check it and write the correction. Another strategy is free writing, where
learners produce a text then receive feedback on it from the teachers (and possibly
from other learners too). Learners then produce a final version of their work with
correct spelling. Bowen (2008), Corbett (2007) and Snowball (2007) suggest using
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Figure 1: Proportions of types of spelling mistakes (Cook, 1999)



spelling patterns as a strategy for teaching spelling. The strategy is based on lists of
words that have similar letters like prefixes or suffixes. 

Crystal (1995) estimates that there are about 500 spelling rules in English with
about the same number of exceptions to these rules. Smedley (1983:71) mentions
some common rules such as ‘i before e except after c’ but notes that most spelling
rules in English have numerous sub-rules and exceptions, so that they are best
regarded as “‘rules of thumb’ rather than strict dicta”. Despite these concerns about
the limitations of spelling rules in English, in this study I examine how beneficial
teaching such rules is to my learners’ spelling.

3 METHODOLOGY

3.1 Research Questions
The main research question here was: Does the teaching of spelling rules help my

students in Grade 9 to improve their spelling? These sub-questions were
investigated:
1. What are the most common spelling mistakes my learners make?
2. Does teaching the rule of plural noun forms help them to improve their

spelling?
3. Does teaching the rule of different letter combinations that sound the same help

them in their spelling?
4. Does teaching the rule of double consonants help my learners improve their

spelling?
5. Does teaching the rule of silent letters help my learners improve their spelling?
6. Does the learners’ spelling improve in a free writing activity after teaching the

rules?

3.2 Participants
The participants in this study were one of my Grade 9 classes. These learners

were 14-15 years old and had been learning English for six years. There were 31
children in this mixed ability class. The course book used was Our World Through
English (OWTE). The teaching of spelling in this course book is approached using
two strategies: phonics and sight reading. First, learners learn the sounds of the
letters, then they memorize the shape of the words. These strategies were not very
effective for my learners and thus I wanted to try out an alternative.

3.3 Data collection
I gathered the data through spelling tests and free writing activities. First, I

identified learners’ spelling errors from the work they did in their activities book in
the classroom and through free writing activities I gave them during the school year.
After I had identified their errors I administered the first spelling test. I collected 40
words, ten words related to the four spelling rules I decided to focus on. This first
test was a pre-test to establish my learners’ knowledge of spelling before I taught
them the rules. 
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In the next stage of the study I explicitly taught the learners four spelling rules.
The rules were for plural noun forms, doubling final consonants in one syllable
words, combination letter-sounds, and silent letters. 

Following the intervention I administered another test consisting of 40 words, 10
for each of the four rules taught. The test was given the day after I had finished
teaching the four rules. Learners did not know in advance about the test because I
did not want them to memorize words but to use their knowledge of spelling rules.
Appendix 1 gives the two lists of words used in the pre and post spelling tests.

Finally, I gave the learners a free writing activity to see if this provided any
evidence of improvements in their spelling in context. 

4 FINDINGS

4.1 Types of Errors
Table 1 shows the specific spelling mistakes my students made in their writing

and also in the first spelling test I did it to collect their base line. 
The largest category of errors were sound-based (e.g. with compound letters

such as ‘ck’ in truck); these accounted for 55% of the spelling errors in my learners’
writing. The second largest category was omission and addition (35%). 

4.2 First Spelling Test
Table 2 shows the average score (out of 10) for the whole class of 31 learners on

the first spelling test, according to each of the four rules I focused on. Performance
on this test was clearly poor. 
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Table 1: Spelling mistakes in spelling tests & free writing.
Type of error Correct example Example of mistake
Differentiate /b/ and /p/ putting butting
Double consonant swimming swiming
Ways of writing compound letters    truck truk
Vowel substitution talk tolk
Silent letter knife nife
Making plural nouns cities cites
Transposition eating etaing

Table 2: Pre-test scores
Rule Plurals Combinations Double consonants Silent letters
Average 2.5 2.3 0.97 1.8



4.3 Second Spelling Test 
Table 3 shows the average score (out of 10) for the whole class of 31 learners on

the second spelling test, according to each of the four rules I focused on. There was
no obvious improvement in learners’ spelling here. In some cases, the average was
even lower than for the pre-test.

4.4 Free Writing
Table 4 summarizes the analysis of learners’ spelling in the free writing task.

Each learner wrote about 100 words and I analyzed these to see how many words
there were which related to the rules presented, how many of these were correctly
spelled and how many were wrong.

Words involving combinations of letters were most frequent in these texts and a
high percentage of them (86%) were spelled correctly. In fact, overall, the spelling in
the fee writing was generally accurate with an overall percentage of just under 80%
correct. This is a very different picture to that which emerged from the earlier tests.

5 DISCUSSION
The majority of errors in my learners’ writing were sound-based. For example,

confusion between /b/ and /p/, compound letters, and silent letters. The
distinction between /p/ and /b/ is difficult for Arabic speakers because this
distinction does not exist in their language.

In terms of the impact on students’ spelling of explicit instruction of four spelling
rules, the results here are not encouraging. Pre-test scores for all four spelling rules
were low and they remained so, despite some changes, on the post-test. The highest
post-test average out of 10 was 3.1, which was on the rule explaining where
combinations of letters make one sound. On the basis of this evidence, teaching
learners these spelling rules did not enable them to spell more correctly. 

On the free writing task, the results were much more encouraging. Learners’
spelling in relation to the four rules taught was largely correct and this was in stark
contrast to their performance on the tests. I cannot explain this good performance in
terms of the teaching of the rules; perhaps in their free writing learners avoided
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Table 3: Post-test scores
Rule Plurals Combinations Double consonants Silent letters
Average 1.7 3.1 1.5 1.6

Table 4: Free writing results
Rule Combinations    Plurals    Double consonants    Silent letters
Examples in texts       159 84 12 38
Correct spellings        137 55 9 32
Incorrect spellings      22 29 3 6



words they were not sure of, whereas in the tests they had to use the words I chose.
Differences in the number of words each learner wrote in the free writing and in the
topics they wrote about also made comparisons across the class difficult. 

5.1 Limitations
There are many spelling rules in English and here I focused only on four. It may

be, then, that explicit teaching of rules works for some other rules, although it did
not seem effective here. Also, the precise manner in which I taught the rules may
have been a factor which affected the results; in other words it might not be explicit
teaching itself that was ineffective but the particular approach to explicit teaching
that I adopted here. One issue to consider relates to the free writing task; it was not
possible to control the words the learners used in free writing and this made it
difficult to use this kind of writing to reach conclusions about the effect on learners
of teaching spelling rules. Another form of test would have given me greater control
over the words tested.

6 CONCLUSION
This study suggests that teaching spelling rules explicitly does not improve

learners’ spelling in relation to four particular spelling rules in English. This does
not mean that learners cannot benefit from an awareness of certain rules; but
explicitly studying these may not be an effective overall strategy for improving their
spelling. Learners need repeated opportunities to meet and use words in context;
they need regular feedback on their writing. And they can also benefit from learning
to use dictionaries (conventional and electronic) in order to check spelling.
Collectively such strategies, together with awareness-raising of common rules, is
likely to prove more effective than explicit teaching and decontextualised testing of
spelling alone. Spelling, it must be remembered, is also something that is acquired
over time, and it may therefore not be realistic to expect learners to display
improvements in spelling immediately after encountering new spelling rules. I will
continue to examine ways of supporting the development of my learners’ spelling
and I hope that this study encourages other teachers to become interested in this
topic too.
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APPENDIX 1: SPELLING TESTS
Pre-Test

Post-Test
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Plural nouns

cars
books
boxes
mangoes
countries
days
knives
stories
glasses
boys

Combination letter-sound

fisherman
truck
much
other
lunch
father
beach
with
match
clothes

Double-consonant

digging
swimming
eating
mating
bitten
cutting
getting
hitting
sitting
putting

Silent letter

knot
when
calm
write
walk
talk
knee
arm
wrong
warm

Plural nouns

pens
pupils
buses
foxes
beaches
families
barriers
cities
wives
holidays

Combination letter-sound

teacher
fish
crash
rock
black
teeth
three
these
them
pharmacy

Double-consonant

putting
swimming
stopping
hotter
running
wetter
matting
hopping
biggest
thinner

Silent letter

knife
know
light
plumber
designer
island
write
could
hour
night
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